EIGENVALUE ASYMPTOTICS FOR SCHRODINGER AND DIRAC OPERATORS WITH THE CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD AND WITH ELECTRIC POTENTIAL DECREASING AT INFINITY

Victor IVRII (Ecole Poly technique)
In this lecture we consider the Schrodinger and Dirac operators in R d (c? = 2,3) with a constant non-zero magnetic field and with electric potential decreasing at infinity and we derive the asymptotics of the eigenvalues of these operators tending to the boundary of the essential spectrum. Moreover, certain generalizations are discussed.
1. Namely, let us consider the Schrodinger operator
As^P.g^Pk+V
and Dirac operator
where Pj == Dj -Vj, g 3^ = g k \ Vp V are smooth real-valued functions, (7o,...,<7d are Dirac matrices (see [7] . Moreover in the multi-dimensional case these spectra are known (see [8] e.g.); in particular, these spectra are pure point of infinite multiplicity if rank (F^ ) = d and they are absolutely continuous otherwise. Let us perturb these operators by potential V tending to 0 at infinity. Moreover, we can consider more general perturbations: we can assume that g^, uj 31 and Fyk tend at infinity to constants. Then for d = 2 every former eigenvalue A (of infinite multiplicity) will be separated into the secluence of eigenvalues \n tending to A and the question is to obtain the a.symptotica.1 distribution of A^. The. asymptotics of the eigenvalue counting function with highly accurate remainder estimates were obtained in [4, 6] and it is not difficult to generalize the results of this paper to the case when rank (Fjk) = d and X appears only once in the list of eigenvalues of the non-perturbed operator given by formula (6.1.8) in [8] .
Let us consider the case d •==-3. In this case there arises a sequence of eigenvalues tending to the bottom F of Spec^JAs) or to boundaries ±m of SpeCgss(^D)-So the question is to obtain the asymptotical distribution of these eigenvalues. In the case when V decreases slowly enough the asymptotics of the eigenvalue counting function with accurate remainder estimates were obtained in [2, 3, 5] . In particular, under appropriate conditions in these notes was treated the case when V 1 decreases as \x\ 2. So let us assume that d == 3. Moreover, for the Dirac operator let us assume that m > 0 (otherwise Spec^g(A) = R). Without loss of generality one can assume that 777. = 1 and that <jj are 4 x 4-matrices (see [7, 9] ). For the Dirac operator we treat eigenvalues tending to 1 -0.
Let us introduce the vector intensity F 3 of the magnetic field: F 3 =^^F ki where e^1 is absolutely skew-symmetric pseudo-tensor with c 123 == 1/y/g, g == det^^)"' 1 . Let us assume that (under reasonable conditions we can reach it by the appropriate change of variables). Without loss of generality one can assume that ¥3 = 0 (one can always reach it by appropriate gradient transform; see [8, 9] e.g.)
Moreover let us assume that
|D"y*| < ^.r) 27 '-!" (Hi) If (6) W{x
then for \x'\ > C operator A has exactly one negative eigenvalue \{x 1 ) and 
